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PLACE YOURSELF AT THE CENTRE OF
GERMAN EXPORT FINANCE
Welcome to TXF Germany 2019! Where we explore all things German export finance, from
regulations and developing markets to emerging regions and the future of sustainable finance.
Get involved and meet your next business partner. Expect to rub shoulders with a healthy mix
of senior exporters, government, ECAs, financial institutions, law firms, and insurers.
What are your biggest concerns in today’s market? Which regions are exciting you, and which
have fallen by the wayside? What are your competitors doing to prepare their business for
the future? Help us tackle the big questions with interactive, in-depth and relevant sessions
designed to deliver accurate market insights.
Attendance is capped to two guests per institution and 120 guests in total
and is conducted entirely in German.
Kick-off your stay in Frankfurt alongside your peers with a pre-conference evening briefing
on the 25th of September followed by a relaxed drinks reception.

EXCLUSIVELY DEUTSCHE
Conducted entirely in German,
limited to 120 attendees and
only two passes are allowed
per organisation. Only the best
German firms will attend

UPDATE: EULER HERMES
One of the world’s leading
credit insurers reviews its
international macroeconomic
scenario, latest product
offerings and updates on
regional growth forecast

REGIONAL FOCUSES ON
RUSSIA & CIS COUNTRIES

FINANCING THE NEW
WAVE OF EXPORTS

Learn how to make the most of
burgeoning export opportunities
in Russia and the CIS region including Uzbekistan - despite
considerable challenges

From new ‘soft’ exports in the
form of skills, services and even
goods traded via 3D printing we
consider the financing challenge
as these products take off

MORE INTERACTIVE
THAN EVER

BRIEFING: GERMAN
MINISTRY OF FINANCE

To deliver genuine market
insights, we’re putting the
market at the heart of the
discussion. Bring your own
ideas and listen to others

Hear the latest from BMWi
on the position of exports in
Germany’s economic strategy

TIME CAPSULE: TXF GERMANY 2018

45% Corporate
exporters & borrowers

120 Attendees

86 Companies

32 Speakers

DELEGATE BREAKDOWN:

Corporate exporters & borrowers

45%

Financial Institution & Advisory

36%

ECA						10%

Law Firm					7%
Other					3%

“This is by far the best conference for exporters in the German speaking world”
Peter von Guretzky-Cornitz; Representative, BPL Global
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AGENDA
DAY 1 - 25th SEPTEMBER
4PM

PRE-REGISTRATION
Drop in early, pick up your badge and join us for a few relaxed sessions this afternoon

WELCOMING REMARKS
4.45PM

Welcome to TXF Germany 2019! We’re kicking off with a relaxed evening of discussion and
drinks before launching into this year’s event
Marck Wengrzik, Co-Chairman, AKA Bank

A YEAR IN REVIEW: 2019’S GEOPOLITICAL UPDATE

5PM

We’re living through troubled geopolitical times, and trade is more threatened now than
ever before. Our macroeconomic overview gives you an idea of:
- How escalating global trade tensions impact the German market
- The potential threat of Brexit on German exports
- The rise of populism and associated geopolitical threats
- Production difficulties in the automobile sector and how these have impacted the
market in 2019
Carsten Brzeski, Chief Economist, ING

OXFORD STYLE DEBATE: POWERED BY FEX

5.30PM

Join the rising stars of export finance to debate some of the industry’s hottest topics. Who will
be our champion?
- Is the OECD consensus fit for purpose?
- Is the industry doing enough to attract and maintain new talent?
- Is export finance inaccessible for SMEs?
- Sustainability is a buzzword, but are we doing enough to push tangible changes?
Christine Jordan, Head of Structured Export Finance Germany, Austria & Switzerland, Standard Chartered
Oliver Roth, Export & Agency Finance, Commerzbank

7PM

ICEBREAKER DRINKS

TESTIMONIALS
“Germany has one of the biggest export finance markets and deserves a premier summit
for its major decision makers. TXF has again set a new benchmark with the German export
finance conference!”
Ralph Lerch; Senior Vice President, International Trade and Export Finance, DZ Bank

“The best conference tailor-made for Germany I ever attended“
Martine Jany; Export Finance Germany, Switzerland and Austria, Société Générale

“The only conference that exists which enables meeting the key German exporters and
banks working in the export finance field”

David Maule; Executive Associate, Miller Insurance Services

DAY 2 - 26th SEPTEMBER
08.30-09.00 NETWORKING & REGISTRATION

OPENING REMARKS
9PM

Welcome to TXF Germany 2019! Today we’ll take on topics from regulations and developing
markets to today’s hottest regions and the future of sustainable finance. So get involved with
the discussion and meet your next business partner.
Marck Wengrizik, Co-Chairman, AKA Bank

MINISTERIAL KEYNOTE

9.15PM

Hear an update from BMWi that establishes where exports sit in Germany’s overall economic
policy, including:
- What is BMWi doing to support Germany’s SME sector and encourage growth?
- What are the latest policy updates impacting the export finance market?
- How will Germany keep up with the pace of digitization, and how will this bolster economic growth?
Bastian Kern, Co-Chair of the Interministerial Committee on Export Credit Guarantees,
German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs & Industry

KNOW YOUR MARKET: THE TXF DATA OVERVIEW
9.45PM

Data is the key to unlocking any market. Who were the top German exporters in 2019? Where was
Germany’s top export destination? How do German volumes compare to international competitors?
We use TXF Data to dive into the German market’s performance over this year.
Armando Paz, Head of Business Development, tagmydeals

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES: THE GLOBAL BORROWERS’ KEYNOTE

10.15PM

Turkey, Russia, the Middle East and Central Asia have proved themselves as prime export
destinations for German companies over 2019. We invite a series of global borrowers to
explain their unique financing needs, and how German companies can continue to capitalise
on their international relationships.
- What are exporters’ biggest pain points when working with ECAs and export finance banks?
Tatiana Kartushina, Head of Structured Finance, SUEK Limited
Moderator: Ralph Lerch, Senior Vice President - International Trade & Export Finance, DZ
Bank

TAKING THE PULSE: AUDIENCE SURVEY
11PM

What are your biggest concerns in today’s market? Which regions are exciting you, and which
have fallen by the wayside? What are you doing to prepare your business for the future? We
ask you all this and more in our interactive audience survey.
Daniel Sheriff, CEO, TXF

11.15

COFFEE BREAK

FORUM

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHTS

PERSPECTIVES ON PRI

LOOKING AHEAD:
THE FUTURE OF EXPORTS

Around 50% of the global export finance
market used PRI over the last 12 months, and
these figures show no sign of dropping in the
next year. Given the sector’s significant market
importance, we ask brokers and product
users:
- How does Basel III/IV impact users of credit
risk mitigation tools?

12.00

-What do banks need from their insurance
providers to ensure that they meet with
regulatory requirements?
- Whilst banks are the first to feel the
regulatory pinch, how does this filter down to
impact exporters?
David Maule, Miller Insurance
Moderator: Gina Fitzgerald, Director, BPL
Global

12.45

13.30

Exports are changing. Whilst tangible goods
such as machinery and industrial equipment still
dominate the market, we’re starting to see the
emergence of soft goods trading. Although a
very new phenomenon, we use this innovation
lab to discuss:
- Trade of services and solutions, currently
prevalent in the healthcare sector but likely to
expand its remit
- Financing and covering goods traded via 3D
printing
- What problems could we encounter with these
new types of export, how should Hermes adapt
its cover accordingly, and what other solutions
can we suggest?

MOVING FORWARD: DIGITAL
SOLUTIONS IN EXPORT FINANCE

MADE IN GERMANY:
A EULER HERMES UPDATE

We take stock of a series of digital initiatives
that have been operating over 2019. This is
your chance to experience live software, give
feedback, and tell the market what you’d like
to see from digital products
- Why is digitization so important for the
future of export finance?
- How much of a difference have digital
transformations made to your business so far,
and where do you expect improvement?
- What solutions are you using, and are you in
the market for anything new?
- Participate in a live demo of software
designed to improve SME access to export
finance.
Give your feedback and work with service
providers to make a difference to the industry
to you.
Armin Wittemer, Head of Platform - Business
& Product Development, AKA Bank

Join Euler Hermes after another year in
export finance to find out what the ECA has
been working on for the past 12 months. Get
involved with the discussion and let us know
what you’d like to see from Hermes in the
future:
- What product updates have we seen from
Euler Hermes this year and how has the
market responded to them?
- How has your business fared in terms of
Euler Hermes cover over 2019, and what
innovations do you expect to see from them
heading into 2020?

LUNCH

Thomas Baum, Head of Division
Underwriting & Risk Management, Euler
Hermes

15.00

FORUM

INNOVATION LABS

SPOTLIGHT ON: CENTRAL ASIA

GOING GREEN: GERMAN RENEWABLES

2019 has seen Euler Hermes up volumes
across Central Asia, and German exporters are
especially interested in Uzbekistan. A region offering
significant opportunities in the power and textiles
industries, we discuss:
- Does Euler Hermes offer sufficient policies for this
challenging market, and how difficult can it be to obtain
cover?
- Even though the OECD improved Uzbekistan’s risk
profile from 6 to 5 over 2018, the country still only
places 99th on the World Bank’s logistics performance
index. How can companies mitigate risks arising from
the region’s limited trade infrastructure?
- Opportunities for German companies in the Turkish
and Kazakhstan power & manufacturing sectors
- Russia and China both have their eyes on central Asia.
How can Germany ensure that it remains competitive
on this backdrop?
Ralf Steger, Head of Financial Services, Heidelberger
Druckmaschinen
Klaus Stegmeier, Team Head Export & Agency
Finance Germany, Austria, Switzerland & Nordics,
Commerzbank
Thomas Oetter, Senior Export Finance Manager, LBBW
Moderator: Dietrich Stiller, Partner, SZA

TXF Data shows that the difference between
market interest in renewable and nonrenewable
power is now a mere 2%. In fact, interest in
renewables is creeping up to such an extent that
it’s overtaken both petrochemicals and upstream
oil and gas. International renewable energy action
(IRENA) projects that wind and solar alone could
provide up to 86% of the world’s energy by 2050–
that’s if the market takes initiative and makes the
shift now.
Germany and its exporters certainly intend to be
part of this transition. We discuss:
- What role do green bonds play in the future of
German renewables?
- How do ECAs support renewable exports and
how could they improve cover?
- How can we make renewables affordable so as to
ease the transition to green energy?
- China seems to be ahead of the curve when it
comes to renewables tech – how can German
companies remain competitive in the global
market?

FUELLING DEVELOPMENT:
WORKING IN EMERGING MARKETS

SPOTLIGHT ON: RUSSIA

German companies are becoming increasingly
interested in opportunities from developing
markets. However, banks’ limited appetites in
challenging regions mean that some companies
must consider alternative financing solutions. We
discuss:
- The role of DFIs as an alternative solution to
ECA cover

15.45

- The Mittelstand makes up a significant portion
of Germany’s economy, yet DFIs and banks are
both reluctant to lend to transactions under
EUR1 million - what financial solutions can
bridge this gap, enabling SMEs to get involved in
emerging markets?
- Will DEG and KfW up their exposure for
German companies in emerging markets?
Simone Andrae, CEO, Andrae Project Finance

16.30

COFFEE BREAK

Jan-Henrik Rufer, Managing Director
Structured Finance, Senvion

Despite hefty sanctions, Russia remains a key
export market for Germany. In fact, Germany
is second only to China as Russia’s largest
trade partner. This is significant given that
TXF research shows sanctions to be the most
inhibiting factor to export finance in Europe
over the last 12 months. We discuss:
- How have German trading relations with
Russia continued to flourish despite market
uncertainty brought about by sanctions?
- What legal precautions need to be taken
when deal-making in Russia?
- Where do the opportunities lie, and which
projects could German companies get
involved with?
Tatiana Kartushina, Head of Structured
Finance, SUEK Limited
Sandra Halver-Simons, Head of Trade &
Export Finance, SMS Group

TAKING STOCK: AN EXPORTER’S REVIEW

17.00

The past few years have seen record volumes from ECA cover with upped banking exposures.
But to what extent does the market meet exporters’ needs? Our panel takes a comprehensive
overview, discussing:
- How banks and ECAs can improve ease of business for exporters
- TXF’s latest market report compares exporters, banks, and ECAs based on anonymous
research with users. How does the German market fare in the survey, and which areas could
banks and ECAs seek to improve?
- What are exporters’ biggest pain points when working with ECAs and export finance banks?
Dr Manuel Probst, Head of Export Finance, Ferrostaal Equipment Solutions
Eugenio Cavenaghi, Managing Director Trade, Export & Supply Chain Finance, Santander
Michael Bott, Managing Director, Siempelkamp
Matthias Wiedenmann, Manager Export & Project Finance, Voith
Dominik Zimmer, Head of Export Finance Structuring, BayernLB

CLOSING REMARKS
DRINKS RECEPTION
THANKS FOR JOINING US AT TXF GERMANY 2019!

BOOK YOUR PLACE TODAY!
ATTENDANCE IS CAPPED TO TWO GUESTS PER
INSTITUTION AND 120 GUESTS IN TOTAL

€1999

FULL PRICE

Click here to register

For speaking opportunities
and corporate passes please contact
Eavie Burnett at
eavie.burnett@txfmedia.com

For media partnerships
and delegate tickets please contact
Andrew Woodhouse at
andrew.woodhouse@txfmedia.com

For Sponsorship opportunities
please contact
Dominik Kloiber at
dominik.kloiber@txfmedia.com

For logistical queries, please contact
Darshana Sheth
darshana.sheth@txfmedia.com

